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COIL SCALES



 

Tailor-made 
tough
The world’s toughest weighing  

jobs demand a scale like no 

other. Rice Lake’s RoughDeck CS 

was born for the unique task of 

weighing dense industrial materials 

to Legal for Trade accuracy. For 

steel coils, castings, cable spools 

or more, see why RoughDeck CS  

is the first and only scale investment 

you’ll ever make.

built to your specifications

 
and fixtures



® CS Coil Scale
Pack all the strength and substance of a SURVIVOR® truck 

scale into one tight little package and what do you get? The 

RoughDeck CS. Tougher than a truck scale, and made by 

Rice Lake for the challenge of weighing massive steel coils 

and other dense material, to Legal for Trade accuracy.

Steel handling is the ultimate test for industrial equipment. 

The RoughDeck CS’s tightly spaced steel I-beams, half-

inch thick top plate, and the patented G-force self-checking 

mounting system make it the most solidly constructed scale 

on the market. And when it comes to extreme conditions, 

the RoughDeck CS takes a punch and comes back for more, 

delivering accurate results, day after day.

Rice Lake’s RoughDeck CS is Legal for Trade in capacities 

up to 100,000 pounds. Choose a standard platform size or let 

Rice Lake help design a RoughDeck CS to your specifications.

G-Force™ - Patented self-checking  
mounting system

JB4SS Junction Box with  
Rice Lake’s TuffSeal™

Rigid Conduit Runs for Load Cell Cables

W 8" x 15 lb I-Beam

1/2" Thick Smooth Top Plate

Removable Access Plate



Above ground installation

Pit mount installation

Your Rice Lake Weighing Systems distributor is:

www.ricelake.com

Specifications subject to change without notice.

Standard Features

 

Low profile, yet heavy duty

Smooth top plate
® signal trim junction box conveniently tucked away and  

protected in one of the load cell pockets

Ease of installation and service with top access load cell pockets

Black epoxy paint

20 ft Survivor®  
to an indicator

Description Capacity
Load Cell and Mount 
Capacity

Est. Ship 
Weight

Warranty Approvals

Options

Digital weight indicators

Remote displays

Coil Cradle

Specialty Options  
for Steel Handling
Get the most from your RoughDeck CS Coil Scale  
with options and accessories like indicators and remote 
displays. Or customize your scale with coil cradles and 
v-tops to optimize your handling needs. The RoughDeck 
CS can be built to fit existing pit frames, or used in above 
ground applications.

Options

Digital weight indicators

Remote displays

Coil Cradle

NTEP Certified 11-068,  

Class III, 5,000d


